2015 L-CBF BOOST AND UAN SIDE-DRESS TRIALS
AURORA, NE

- L-CBF BOOST side-dress with UAN showed an increase in corn yield eight out of twelve times over the check.
- L-CBF BOOST helps increase plant’s root architecture and development, therefore allowing for better plant resiliency.
- L-CBF BOOST with UAN aids in feeding of microbial populations and allowing for complete nutrient cycling to be more efficient, thus promoting healthier plants with a stronger start, netting in more biological activity within the soil.

**L-CBF BOOST and UAN Side Dress**
Real Farm Research Corn Trial, Aurora, NE, 2015

+3.2 more bushels/acre with L-CBF

Yield (Bushels/Acre)

- LSD (5%): 4.4
- CV%: 3.2

6 out of 12 > Control Ave.
8 out of 12 > Control Ave.
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